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POST GRADUATE COURSE
IN ACTING & THEATRE-MAKING
ONE YEAR | FULL TIME

DURATION

THE COURSE

The course is a year-long course, that
runs full time over two semesters.
This is a formal programme of learning for
individuals keen on pursuing a career in
Theatre and the related performing arts.
The three pillars of this highly intensive
full-time programme are acting, creation and
entrepreneurship; together, they equip you to
become successful theatre practitioners
after graduation.
The instructors on the course are all
theatre-makers and arts practitioners, who
have trained across the world, and are
eminently qualified, through both their own
formal training and their repertory of work.
They have extensive experience in the
practice of the theatrical arts and are active
theatre-makers working in the industry. The
teaching methodologies of the school are
informed by best practices from both Indian
and western pedagogy. The design of the
curriculum at the Drama School Mumbai is
based on practices at some of the best
drama schools across the world.

During the course, students learn in an
environment which fosters independent
thinking, a strong sense of
self-awareness, and in which all dialogue
happens 'through the work'. They learn to
build their craft with rigour, focus, and
discipline - the bedrock fundamentals for
a professional work ethic. The class size
for the program can go up to a maximum
number of eighteen students.
Based on our alumni history, past
students have followed a varied number
of career tracks - they have founded their
own theatre groups, joined eminent
theatre companies, are working in films
and television, and are applying their
skills in fields such as applied theatre
(drama-education, drama-therapy,
corporate training) or are pursuing further
studies internationally.

The Pillars of the
Programme: Acting, Creation
and Entrepreneurship

SEMESTER 1
During Semester I, the regular
timetable runs daily from Monday to
Friday (7:45 am - 6:05 pm) and on
Saturdays till 3 pm. Timings may vary
depending upon the requirement for
that week.

SEMESTER 2
During Semester II, regular timings as
per semester I are maintained until
end-April, post which the timetable
shifts to account for project
assignment work, self study and
other activities.

CRITERIA FOR AWARD

A deeper learning
journey: self-reflection,
check-ins and
theatre-making labs
To complete the course successfully, students are expected to:
- Maintain a high or near perfect attendance and
participation record.
- Show sustained progress as jointly agreed by faculty and each
student on their development from checkpoint to checkpoint.
- Fulfill all their submissions satisfactorily at the correct
deadlines.
- Participate in all productions and presentations they
have been assigned without fail.
Assessment checkpoints
At four checkpoints in the year, students meet with a
designated faculty member one-on-one to discuss progress,
concerns, and strategies to address challenges during
learning journey, these discussions are based on written
self-reflections, that are submitted every two weeks
through the course, and faculty feedback collected at
regular intervals through the year. Jointly with the faculty
member, students articulate personal strategies that they
must commit to pursuing in order to further improve their
progress and development during the year.
Subject to the successful completion of all of the
above, students are conferred a Certificate of
Completion by the school.

